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Solving exponen�al equa�ons by equa�ng exponents.  First, t

33x – 7 = 8112 – 3x 9x – 1 = (⅓)2x
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Dividing both sides by 1500 gives

exponent 

power to which we raise b to get x, we have: 

 logbbx bx

4A: #1all,2all,3col4,4all,5all,6efgh 

(Definition of Logarithms)
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Let's look at some properties of logarithms:

Multiplying these two means 10

Using the definition, log(

Hmmm... think you could do somethings similar to find a rule for              ?

Dividing these two means 10

Using the definition,  =                 or3

Hmmm...another common situation is to evaluate

4B: #1dglp,2cdgh,3deij,4,5,6cdgk (Base 10 logs)

4C.1*: #1col3,2cfi,3ef,4ef,5becf,6becf,7all (Laws of logs)
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How do we solve equations that involve logarithms?  First, let's look at how to write some 
equations in logarithmic form.  As we do these, think about how we might work backward 
from the answer to the original equation.

Consider 

Or how about ?  Can you write it as a log base 10 equation?
) + 0.5 log(

 the logarithms from some equations by using the rules of 
logarithms:

equation and use the rules of logarithms to rewrite 
an equation in logarithmic form.

Finally, let's use these ideas to  some logarithmic equations:

1) Manipulate both sides until there is one log term of the same base on each side.
2) Set the arguments of the two log functions equal.
3) Solve for the variable

because the domain of the log function is restricted!  Check your answers!

Alternatively,

What was the strategy?

We used log rules to get a single log of 
the same base on both sides

What was the strategy?

We simplified into a single log on one side 
then used definition of log.

Alternatively,

More on solving log equations as we go.  But first...

4C.2
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 are logarithms with a base of the natural number e.

They follow the same rules as any other logarithm.

They are very common and log  is wri#en as ln

Sec�on D.2 is more prac�ce with the laws of logarithms, this �me using natural lo

Do you recall how to work with equa�ons that have constants in them

4D.2 1-3, last col each, 4, 5bcef

Also QB 6A, 8, 10, 13
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1)  Simplify both sides as much as possible first

2)  Take the log of both sides, using an appropriate base depending on the situa�on

3)  Manipulate the equa�on with log rules un�l you can isolate the variabl

4)  Simplify the result, using a calculator with proper rounding or as an exact answer.

But the bases on both sides have to be the same.  When that is not possible, you can take the 

log (use any convenient base) of both sides of an equa�on

Some examples:
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e

4F #1cd,2bc,3,4,5

Also QB 3,7,9abc,12,15
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Let's look at these in more detail.

 of graphs that are generated by 
he curve.  The generalized form of the family of log functions is:

has the following properties for any base 

The curve is a reflection of a corresponding exponential across the line 
(they are inverses)

 > 0 (we can only find logs of positive numbers)

In a way that is analogous to exponential functions, we have:

 stretches the curve vertically

>
>
> reflects over the x-axis

>
>  decreasing
>

>
>

>
>

Hint: A good sketch will have at least 2 points labelled and show 
relevant asymptotes.
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ook at some examples:

 #11,16


